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100% accurate 
stock records you 

can trust 

Store and view 

stock in multiple 
locations 

Goods in / Goods 

out management 

Label printing on 
the fly 

Get up and 
running from day 

one 

Perform stock 
takes in record 

time! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

CONNX STOCK TURNS SAGE 50 IN TO A FULLY FUNCTIONAL 

WAREHOUSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM. 

If your business has stock and you have been struggling to find a cost-effective solution to 

add barcode technology to Sage 50 then ConnX Stock is the answer to your problems.  

Using our vast knowledge of barcoding and experience of the shortfalls of stock management 

in Sage 50, ConnX Stock has been developed as an "expansion pack" for Sage 50 to give 

SME’s the functionality that exists in Sage 200 without the price tag. 

Utilising mobile devices and barcode label printing ConnX Stock gives you control of your 

stock where it matters - in the warehouse. 

Who can use ConnX Stock? 

• Factory stock rooms  
• Stores facilities  
• Warehouses 
• Manufacturing Companies  
• Retail shops 
• Trade Counters 
• Field / Van Sales 

You can streamline any operation! ConnX Stock 

makes inventory management easy.  

Stock taking is quick and 
easy in ConnX Stock with the 

mobile device and all stock 
collation is done automatically 
for you. 

Goods in receipts are 

validated against purchase 
orders to ensure the correct 

items are received and stock 
is updated correctly. 

Goods Out picking accuracy 
improves significantly with the 

validation of barcode 
scanning. 
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Feature Benefit 

Quick Setup Get up and running with ConnX Stock on day one.   

Sage50 Integration ConnX Stock’s unique Sage integration method 

allows you to add barcode stock management 

without changing your existing Sage50 processes. 

Intuitive Interface ConnX Stock has a similar interface to Sage50 which 

helps reduce training time.  

Barcode Driven Fast and Accurate data input via any Android or iOS 

device. 

Real Time Stock figures updated in real time allowing users to 

see exactly what is picked, received and available. 

Order Notifications Live order notifications for completed receipts and 

despatches. 

Multiple Locations Store and view stock in multiple locations. Includes 

multisite options for large warehouse operations. 

Consolidated Location Picking Reduce picking time by collecting all items required 

from locations at the same time. 

Additional modules available for further expansion 

Product Control Module Manage Serial, Batch and date-controlled products 

and pick and dispatch using FIFO (First in / First out) 

Manufacturing Module Automatic component picklists created for orders 

that require stock to be made via Sage BOM. 

Courier Module Full integrated with many existing Courier systems. If 

your courier Company can provide the data, we will 

do any development needed to integrate to any not 

currently available. 

Forecasting Module Set minimum / maximum stock and re-order levels. 

Calculates using historical sales data to predict 

required stock holding.  

SOP Link Module Link Sage Purchase Orders to the Sage Sales order it 

relates to. Receive notification when stock is 

received and back orders can be completed. 

Counter Sales Module Scan barcodes to build customer orders at the trade 

counter or order point. 

Automatically create sales order and invoice without 

re-entering data. 

Mobile Sales Module Create Sales orders on the road and sell on the go. 

Perform stock look ups on the fly and see real time 

data using mobile data. 

GS1 Barcode Module Automatically extract product, batch and date 

information directly by scanning any GS128 or EAN 

128 barcode. Fast entry of batch information straight 

to your stock records. 

 

 

 

What our customers 

say: 

 

“The product has 

enabled us to better 

control the stock 

movements both in and 

out of our warehouse. 

The 

installation was 

handled 

efficiently, confidently 

explaining each step 

required to get 

everything up and 

running. Any issues 

or problems we 

encountered were 

quickly sorted out. 

There was always 

someone on hand 

throughout the set up 

period making sure 

everything was running 

smoothly. The program 

provided is very flexible 

and has been tailored 

to our necessary 

requirements.” 

IT Manager, Towelrads 
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Discuss your stock management needs with our expert team or book an 

online demo to discover more about how ConnX Stock can help you control 

stock better. Email enquiries@connx.co.uk or call 0845 649 2950 
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